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Abstract—Security and privacy in computer systems has always been an important aspect of computer engineering and will continue to grow in importance as computer systems become entrusted to handle an ever increasing amount of sensitive information. Classical exploitation techniques such as memory corruption or shell command injection have been well researched and thus there exists known design patterns to avoid and penetration testing tools for testing the robustness of programs against these types of attacks. When it comes to the notion of program security requirements being violated through indirect means referred to as side-channels, testing frameworks of quality comparable to popular memory safety or command injection tools are not available. Recent computer security research has shown that private information may be indirectly leaked through side-channels such as patterns of encrypted network traffic, CPU and motherboard noise, and monitor ambient light. This paper presents the design and evaluation of a side-channel detection and exploitation framework that follows a machine learning based plugin oriented architecture thus allowing side-channel research to be conducted on a wide-variety of side-channel sources.

I. INTRODUCTION

Good software development practice teaches the fundamental rule that software security should be integrated into the complete development cycle of the software system and should not simply be an afterthought, a final step or a layer isolated from all other system concerns. The software development industry, as well as open source software communities, have acknowledged this design principle for many types of security vulnerabilities and have found effective ways of integrating countermeasures against well-known types of software vulnerabilities. For example, when developing a REST based API that interacts with a SQL database it is well known that the API developer should thoroughly examine how data passed over the HTTP calls ends up in the SQL query strings in order to prevent a SQL injection attack. To aid in this process, tools are available such as sqlmap [1] which can automatically test code for SQL injection vulnerabilities.

Yet when it comes to the issue of side-channel security vulnerabilities, the same secure software design principle cannot be as easily applied. To a large extent, this is due to the fact that a side-channel vulnerability is generally more tailored to a specific threat model while more direct vulnerabilities should be present in all threat models. For example, if in any use case, a user is able to upload a string to a server which will cause a SQL database to be deleted, it is clear that a software vulnerability exists. Now consider the class of side-channel vulnerabilities. If an adversary is capable of learning, but not being able to modify, the commands executed on a remote server over SSH, it is not as clear-cut if a vulnerability exists. For certain security models, this may be acceptable as long as the arguments to these commands are not known. For other security models, this could be a requirements violation.

Another large reason for why side-channel vulnerability testing is difficult to integrate into the development process of software is that the properties of a side-channel can often be hardware dependent. For example, in [2], the authors describe how by monitoring, via built-in computer microphone, the subtle noises emitted by the power electronic components in a computer monitor, an adversary capable of listening to the microphone (such as a malicious Skype contact), could detect basic information about the user’s screen activity. Considering the large set of parties involved in the creation of this side-channel (eg. monitor manufacturer, microphone manufacturer, computer graphical interface designer), it is difficult to state where this vulnerability originated - unlike the example of a SQL injection where the origin of this vulnerability is the failure to sanitize untrusted database inputs. In addition, to needing to test for this type of vulnerability on a wide variety of hardware [3], thus increasing testing cost, there is no guarantee about the side-channel properties in future hardware.

Due to the issues of complicated security requirements, hardware-specific issues and unforeseen future use-cases, the problem of verifying a software package for absence of side-channel vulnerabilities continues to be a difficult task. For this reason, we propose and implement a data-driven monitoring framework, which monitors software system activity, observable hardware/software behaviours, and security model properties. Based on these data sources, software quality feedback is generated alerting developers, administrators, and users of the status of security model violating side-channels. A proof-of-concept implementation demonstrating the examples presented in the section Evaluation and Results is freely available on GitHub [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents a detailed analysis of the related work. The motivation for the detection of side-channel information leaks is discussed in Section III. The design of our framework is presented in Section IV. Section V discusses the results of our evaluation. Finally, concluding remarks and ideas for future work are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the paper [5], Spreitzer et al. provide an overview of the characterization and history of computer system side-channels and thus have served to provide direction into the investigation of the types of side-channels discussed in this paper. In terms of a threat model, the authors categorize side-channel attacks into three categories: local, vicinity, and remote.

Local side-channel attacks refer to attacks where the attacker must have physical access to the device under attack. For example, a side-channel attack that requires measurement of the electrical potential of the device chassis would be considered to be a local side-channel attack. In [6], a local side-channel attack is demonstrated as machine learning classifiers are used to infer which Android application is running based on the profile of electromagnetic energy radiating from a system-on-a-chip (SoC) development board.

Vicinity side-channel attacks refer to attacks where the adversary is required to be in some physical proximity to the device under attack. For example, in [7], the researchers demonstrate how by monitoring the channel state information (CSI) values of a Wi-Fi link, an adversary could gain insight into which smartphone keys were typed as the position of the user’s hand has an influence on the state of the Wi-Fi link. This attack would be considered to be a vicinity side-channel attack as the adversary must be within the range of the victim’s Wi-Fi signal.

Remote side-channel attacks are the most severe type of side-channel attack as the adversary is not constrained to a physical distance from the system but rather is global. For example, measuring response times from the public services offered by a server could inadvertently leak private information about the server [8].

The paper [5] also discusses the notion of a software-only side-channel attack. In this type of attack, the adversary only needs to be capable of executing software of a lower privilege level on the target device. This type of attack exploits hardware or software implementation artifacts for obtaining private information which, as defined by the security model, should not be accessible at this lower privilege level. An example of a software-only side-channel is discussed in [2] where the security domain of the microphone can learn private information from the security domain of the monitor. Exploiting operating system scheduler interactions [9] or cache timing measurements [10] for learning information about the execution of privileged processes are also examples of software-only side-channel attacks.

Many types of side-channels, be they the result of a hardware implementation artifact, a shared cache, or any other cause, become a serious threat to application security when the application communicates with a remote host over an untrusted network. As encryption strives to hide the contents of data transmitted over untrusted networks, it makes no attempt to hide the approximate sizes or timings of these events. Research has shown that by simply analyzing the patterns of network packets, and not their actual contents, a man-in-the-middle (MITM) adversary could be capable of; determining private inputs to web applications [11] or even learning passwords entered into a SSH remote shell [12].

III. MOTIVATION

The reviewed research on the current state of side-channels and their detection provides a great variety of motivating examples for considering these types of vulnerabilities when designing secure software systems. The research concerning static and dynamic analysis techniques used for checking programs for side-channel information leaks is something that should be considered and implemented by testers of secure software. Indeed, the current state-of-the-art of side-channel detection can catch many of the implementation issues that result in information leaked via side-channels. For a common type of side-channel, such as a cache-timing attack or analysis of encrypted web application traffic, there exist tools capable of detecting if observable activity patterns are capable of distinguishing between user/application behaviours. However, if an example of a less common, but potentially severe, type of side-channel is discovered, the security community must build a detection tool from the ground up. This unnecessary effort leads to a lack of available side-channel detection tools and thus side-channel information leaks remain prevalent in computer systems.

Lastly, the available side-channel detection solutions consider exclusively machine behaviour and omit the effects of human behaviour. For example, when detecting side-channels formed by the size of network traffic bursts generated when downloading web pages over HTTPS, the current state-of-the-art considers exclusively the features associated with the traffic bursts. In reality, there is a great amount of information available in the time gaps between traffic bursts. These time gaps, in the context of web traffic, can result from human behaviour such as how much time was spent on a webpage depending upon how interesting the content was or which links on a page a user is most likely to click. In the context of the Internet-of-Things (IoT), the time gaps between smart home events can provide great insight into the activity of the human target. This lack of ability to accurately emulate human behaviour is indicative of the current state of research which is limited to modeling common machine configurations such as caches and encrypted network tunnels.

IV. OUR SOLUTION

In order to facilitate the detection of side-channel information leaks in applications, we propose a layered set of functional components which allow for the creation of side-channel test scenarios. Each scenario, generates a stream of private system events (i.e. events that should not be detected
by an adversary) and a stream of public system events (i.e., events that are measurable by an adversary such as encrypted network traffic patterns). Based upon the success rate of a machine learning model predicting private events based on the public event stream, one can detect side-channels in their application and quantify their severity (Fig. 1).

The reason for choosing a layered architecture is for the promotion of component reuse. A popular example of a layered software architecture is the TCP/IP stack. When a developer wishes to create a new network service they only need to work on the appropriate layer of the stack. For example, if a developer is designing a RESTful API, they only need to write the HTTP server back-end as the methods for ensuring communication between this server and its clients are left to the lower levels of this stack thus reusing the software written by other developers. In a similar manner, when developing a side-channel attack scenario using the proposed framework, components along the attack workflow may be reused. For example, a framework component which gathers ambient light information to be later used to detect how successfully an adversary could learn which application is in use could be replaced with a component that gathers information on instantaneous power consumption for the purpose of determining the success of a power analysis side-channel adversary on learning which application is in use.

Splitting the workflow components of a side-channel attack into generalizable and orthogonal concerns, the proposed framework allows for rapid design of side-channel attack models for the purpose of ensuring that software security model requirements are being met. Specifically, the concerns are split into: a data gathering layer where both private system events and public system events are logged, a feature extraction layer where captured data is filtered thus creating a representation of the private/public system behaviour that is well suited for training machine learning classifiers, a machine learning layer where classifiers are trained and evaluated on their ability to predict private events given observed public side-channel events, a threat modeling layer where the performance measurements from the evaluated machine learning classifiers are evaluated against the system threat model, and a reactive layer where an action is performed based on the result from the threat modeling layer.

A. Data Gathering Layer

The data gathering layer consists of the components which are necessary for gathering the raw data from a source that, under the system security requirements, is considered to be observable by an adversary. The data which is gathered must contain both the observable traits and the associated information which according to the system’s security requirements is intended to remain private. The format of this data stream is not specified and is likely to vary depending upon the nature of the data being captured. The only requirement for the formatting of the data sourced from the data gathering layer is that there is a module in the above feature extraction layer that is capable of extracting tuples of \( \text{(feature vector, label)} \) from this stream.

B. Feature Extraction Layer

The feature extraction layer consists of the preliminary data processing that is required to be performed on the raw captured data in order to generate feature vectors. Through the studying of the related work as well as understanding how network applications work from high-level to low-level, methods are implemented in this layer which generate the features, which have been shown to be highly applicable for side-channel detection, from the supplied raw data.

C. Machine Learning Layer

The core role of the machine learning layer is to determine the accuracy of predicting private information for an adversarial party following a given machine learning algorithm. The machine learning layer is fed with the extracted features from the preceding feature extraction layer along with the private event labels. From this layer is generated a probabilistic model for the prediction of all events in the captured event space. It is the role of the following, threat modeling layer, to determine if the success of a machine learning adversary violates the security model for the system or application.

D. Threat Modeling Layer

The role of the threat modeling layer is to determine if the results from a trial run of the machine learning adversary are sufficient to violate the requirements set out by the system’s security model. It is here, at this layer, where the framework methods become protocol specific. Therefore, when a class of side-channel vulnerability is discovered, for example, the ability to predict commands executed over SSH [12], a threat modeling method is created which, based on the success of the machine learning adversary at predicting the private event (e.g., predicting the execution of a given command), will determine if a side-channel information leak exists.

Fig. 1. The framework high-level architecture. Captures both public (green) and private (red) events.
associated with each traffic pattern. The description of the Linux command provides the set server to client for a given execution of a Linux command. An set corresponds to the sizes of SSH stream packets sent from network traffic packets into a set of lists where each list in the processing pipeline is to convert this stream of labeled captured labels to serve as interaction associated with each traffic pattern is required. To was, a set of interaction the criteria necessary for determining what the data used in this experiment is desired from the reader. 

V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In the following section of this paper, we present three scenarios involving side-channels formed by network traffic patterns. In each of these scenarios, traffic is labeled with private labels to serve as training data for the monitoring framework. In a production system deployment, these private labels are removed so as to not provide an advantage to any real adversaries (Fig. 2).

A. Analysis of SSH Console Access Traffic

It is well known that the timing characteristics of information streams wrapped with SSH are not obfuscated. In this evaluation, the data stream of SSH traffic for a remote user interacting with the Bash console of a Linux server is investigated. The exact datasets, containing the commands executed over remote shell, that were used for training and testing are available on GitHub [4] if a detailed description of the data used in this experiment is desired from the reader.

1) Data Gathering Layer: In order to train a model with the criteria necessary for determining what the console user interaction was, a set of labels describing the underlying user interaction associated with each traffic pattern is required. To generate these labels, UDP packets are sent from the remote server on port 5006 on the beginnings and endings of each Bash command executed thus associating the traffic pattern with a user activity.

2) Feature Extraction Layer: The next step in this data processing pipeline is to convert this stream of labeled captured network traffic packets into a set of lists where each list in the set corresponds to the sizes of SSH stream packets sent from server to client for a given execution of a Linux command. An associated set provides the description of the Linux command associated with each traffic pattern.

3) Machine Learning Layer: After extracting the features, the next step in side-channel adversary simulation is to split the extracted features dataset into two distinct sets with one for adversary training and the other for adversary testing. In this evaluation example, 70% of the dataset was used for training while the remaining 30% was used for testing. The adversary in this example is simulated by a decision tree trained classifier and thus after building this machine learning adversary model, a list of tuples of the form (truevalue, predictedvalue) is returned.

4) Threat Modeling Layer: In the threat modeling layer, the security requirements of the system are evaluated against the machine learning adversary model. During this evaluation, a security model has been defined with the requirement that the execution of the UNIX commands \{pwd, ls, ls/dev\} shall not be detectable by a wire-tapping adversary.

5) Reactive Layer: Lastly, after the comparison of the security requirements with the machine learning adversary model, this proposed framework must react to the result of this comparison. In this evaluation, the reaction is to generate a web-based dashboard which graphically describes the probability of successful UNIX command prediction by the simulated adversary (Fig. 3).

From this example, it is shown that there are certain commands which can be detected when executed on a remote server over SSH. Practically speaking, one may want to hide the execution of these commands as they have the potential to reveal when sensitive operations are taking place thus making the server more vulnerable to targeted exploitation. This example provides a starting point for creating a plan for hiding these sensitive administration tasks done on a server.

B. Analysis of HTTPS Web Browsing Traffic

The design of the HTTPS protocol works solely to encrypt and authenticate the underlying HTTP traffic stream and the properties of hiding when traffic streams begin and end or the amount of data exchanged in a session are not requirements for this protocol. Research has shown that, under many circumstances, being able to learn the byte size of an HTTP session is sufficient to identify the webpage that was loaded. Furthermore, if the web page that is loaded is a result of a private user interaction (eg. form submission) then the private user interaction can also be learned by the adversary [13]. In this evaluation, the success level of a wire-tapping adversary learning which Wikipedia page, out of a total five possible page loads, was loaded over HTTPS, is evaluated. Specifically, four captures of the data sequence were gathered on September 17th 2018 from the following pages:

- [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page)
1) Data Gathering Layer: In order to collect automatically labeled network traffic samples from the loading of these article pages, the framework Firefox addon from the data gathering layer was used to inject UDP packets on port 5005 carrying payloads marking when web page loads begin and when they end along with their associated URLs.

2) Feature Extraction Layer: The first step of the feature extraction phase taking place in this example is identical to the example of predicting executed UNIX commands; after parsing through the UDP labeled stream of HTTPS traffic, a dataset mapping URLs visited to HTTPS stream (port 443) packet sizes moving from server to client is generated. After simplifying the labels extracted from the labeled traffic stream, the second phase of feature extraction occurs. In this phase, for each list of packet sizes associated with the loading of a URL, the feature extraction layer is employed to transform this list of packet sizes to a list of approximate sizes of HTTP objects. This is done by generating a list of sums of TCP payload sizes for all continuous runs of 1370 bytes.

3) Machine Learning Layer: The machine learning layer begins by splitting the generated dataset into 50% training and 50% testing. As the trained classifiers require the set of input data samples to be of uniform dimensionality, a transformation of HTTP object size lists of various lengths to a feature vector of fixed dimensionality is required. To accomplish this, an entity histogram (vector) is generated where each dimension is the count of objects of the given size. In order to further boost accuracy, each uniform length histogram vector is augmented with the count of web objects downloaded in a session. Once this vector generation process is completed, data vectors are split into training and testing subsets and are used to evaluate the performance of a machine learning classifier.

4) Threat Modeling Layer: The security model for this example is relatively simple - based on the traffic patterns generated from the loading of each of these five articles, an adversary should not be able to determine which one was loaded beyond the random guess probability of 20%. Therefore, the threat modeling layer in this example simply calculates the probability of an adversary correctly guessing which article was loaded.

5) Reactive Layer: Similar to the example where the execution of UNIX commands was predicted by a machine learning simulated wire-tapping adversary, the reactive layer for this example renders an HTML dashboard showing the probabilities of successful article URL prediction by a similar type of adversary (Fig. 4).

The results demonstrated in this subsection would be of interest to web application designers who would like to ensure that their clients’ interactions with their application remain private. Using this provided example as a starting point, a web application security tester could group their application URL endpoints into activity sets and then use this framework to ensure that the different activity sets are not distinguishable from each other through network traffic pattern analysis.

C. Analysis of SSH Tunneled VNC Traffic

In this evaluation, the security of the popular practice of tunneling unencrypted Virtual Network Computing (VNC) traffic over the encrypted SSH protocol is examined. When designing this attack scenario it is important to keep in mind that SSH tunneling of TCP connections does not hide their timing or size properties. The design of the VNC protocol must also be considered. As the VNC protocol is designed to be bandwidth efficient, only the sections of the remote desktop screen which have changed are updated. To further improve bandwidth efficiency, these sections of the screen which are updated, referred to as tiles, are transmitted in compressed form. While this protocol design is effective for minimizing required network bandwidth, it suffers from a major security flaw. Due to the fact that the region to be changed of a screen can vary greatly in size, the amount of network traffic generated strongly correlates with the amount of space updated on the screen. Also, if the geometric size of the updated region of the screen is known a priori, the amount of network traffic generated is likely to suggest what the screen update was as the image compression algorithm is likely to assign unique data sizes to different image tiles of the same geometric size. In this evaluation, the ability for an adversary to determine which character was typed into a text editor over SSH tunneled VNC is evaluated. Specifically, the dataset consisted of six iterations of all twenty-six lowercase letters typed into the text editor with the data split into 50% training and 50% testing.

1) Data Gathering Layer: The setup for this network security experiment is as follows. A Docker container representing the remote desktop runs the Xvnc server as well as the openssh server. This container also runs the Geany text editor so that a connecting client may be able to type characters which appear on-screen. In addition, there is another Docker container which simply runs an openssh client. The complete setup is that from the host computer, a VNC client makes an unencrypted connection to this openssh client container. This connection
is received by the openssh client where it is sent over SSH tunnel to the Docker container running Xvnc. The result is that by running tcpdump in the openssh client container, one may observe both the plaintext protocol data from the host as well as the SSH tunneled data as it moves to and from the remote desktop container.

2) Feature Extraction Layer: In order to build the required dataset mapping GUI interaction to generated encrypted network traffic, the feature extraction layer is employed to fill a dictionary mapping characters typed to byte sizes of generated encrypted network traffic.

3) Machine Learning Layer: The machine learning layer for this scenario is built in the same way as the scenarios for the SSH console side-channel and the HTTPS web browsing side-channel. The dataset of keypresses and associated encrypted network traffic patterns is split into training and testing sets and a decision tree classifier is evaluated to predict how successful an adversary would be at predicting which key was typed over an SSH encrypted VNC session.

4) Threat Modeling Layer: The threat modeling layer for this scenario is simple. The generated machine learning adversary model is queried for all letters a through z for the probability of successfully predicting the character typed.

5) Reactive Layer: The reactive layer for this scenario simply draws a bar graph describing the probability of successful keypress prediction by a wire-tapping adversary (Fig. 5).

The results of this evaluation have shown that for certain applications, relying exclusively on SSH tunnels for protecting VNC connections can be highly insufficient. This example provides, therefore, a starting point for designing and implementing test scenarios for verifying the security properties of using a graphical application over SSH protected VNC.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have discussed the problem of side-channels in software systems and have proposed, as a core research contribution, a framework for side-channel detection.

The evaluation of this framework has shown that it is indeed effective at detecting critical side-channel information leaks from common software system configurations, thus providing an additional research contribution of exposing the security flaws in these often thought to be secure configurations.

For future work, we would like to build datasets of interactions with applications and the side-channel cues that provide insight into these interactions. These datasets would include both web application traffic, as well as network activity from IoT devices. Using these datasets, we envision the ability for a software developer to model their software system and have it automatically tested for side-channel information leaks before it is deployed into production.
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